January 5, 2011

George Rouskas
Computer Science
Campus Box 8206

Dear Dr. Rouskas,

The Office of Faculty Development has created the “Thank a Teacher” Program as a way to honor NC State faculty who have made a difference in students’ lives. One of your students has provided these comments to thank you for your efforts and positive impact as a teacher.

Hello Dr. Rouskas,
CSC772 was the best course I took in my entire masters program... thanks to you, for making it so much interesting. You are very systematic and have a clear vision of your concepts which clearly shows in the way you structure your course and projects. There is no scope of ambiguity and I really appreciate that quality in you.

Your course was like a wholesome meal with all the needed ingredients - learning new concepts; projects n coding; the research report and presentation. I thoroughly enjoyed it all. Plus, you are always willing to help and rightly guide the students.

Thank you, for being such a great teacher :)

Anonymous

Your efforts with this student are a reflection of your dedication to teaching and learning. I congratulate you on this recognition and offer my sincere appreciation for your work with students at NC State. You and other “Thank a Teacher” recipients will be recognized at the Office of Faculty Development Teaching and Learning Symposium on April 8, 2011.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Warwick A. Arden
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

cc: Dean Louis Martin-Vega
Department Head Mladen A. Vouk